The Roaring 20s and the Great Depression

I.	Roaring Twenties

	the ‘lost generation’ either dead or cynical about the world


	new generation after the ‘lost generation’, on the other hand, had great sense of optimism


	period of social, artistic, and cultural dynamism following the destruction wrought by WWI and Spanish Influenza.


	Economic growth.


	Wages increase and working hours decrease. This led to a disposable income and leisure time.


	Professional sports


	jazz music blossomed. ‘Jazz age.’


	movies


	24 hour radio


	mass advertising


	model T


	new dances such as the Charleston.


	New ideals and freedom for women. Women who had entered the work force when men were off fighting remained in the work force.


	Art Deco in design and architecture. Starting in France, it spread to the rest of western Europe and North America towards the mid-1920s. (See gallery at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_Deco)


	Prohibition. From 1920 to 1933, the sale, manufacture and transportation of alcohol were banned throughout the United States by a new constitutional amendment.)


	Speakeasies. Establishments where you could buy alcohol illegally during the prohibition era. The term comes from a patron's manner of ordering alcohol without raising suspicion — a bartender would tell a patron to be quiet and "speak easy".


	People distracted



	Economic Background to Great Depression


	Inflationary growth


	American economy had growth for 9 years since last downturn. Much of this was inflationary growth caused by central banks and government creating artificial boom. Consequently, a correction in ‘market forces’ was long overdue.


	Investment in companies exceeded their profits (like many dot com industries in the 90s). Companies have value higher than their earnings (in some cases no earnings at all). Because of the above, people realise that their shares aren’t worth as much as they paid. The bankers realise that and so they call loans. This creates losses.


	Government tries to fix things


	Government tries to fix things and delays great depression. From 1923-29, the money supply was increased 61 by the Federal Reserve. This increased inflation which created a boom market that gave a sense of prosperity. This new money supply continues to encourage imprudent investments.


	Lots of easy money leads to overproduction of goods. Surplus inventory. Failure of demand.


	Companies respond to failure of demand by beginning to liquidate their inventory. Everything is on sale. Banks get nervous and stop lending.


	Deflation


	At beginning of 29 the Federal Reserve saw there was too much money so they started clamping down on inflation. Result: deflation. No longer any props stimulating artificial growth.


	in February of 29 the stock market ceases to expand


	Herbert Hoover’s economic policies


	President Herbert Hoover responded by propping up the market again between 1930-31. In ‘31 HH launched the greatest peace-time deficit spending. Just the spending deficits in 31 were greater than the complete budget of Harding’s first year. In four years HH spent more money on public-works projects than had been spent in the previous 30.


	Because of HH’s deficit spending, America’s government was running out of money. To compensate for that, in ‘32, HH launched the largest peace-time tax hike in America’s history. People have to drain out savings to pay the taxes.


	HH relaxes fractional reserve spending. 


	HH summoned key business leaders to White House and implored them not to cut wages. By demanding high wages, particularly at a time when prices were rapidly declining, he was making it more difficult for businesses to hire people, resulting in mass unemployment.


	Effect on banks


	When everyone is trying to withdraw money to pay their taxes, the banks don’t have enough money. This puts banks out of business.


	Panic


	everyone starts withdrawing money. Runs on the bank.


	Stock Market Crashes


	Black Thursday (October 24, 1929)


	Black Monday (October 28)


	Black Tuesday (October 29)


	Spreads throughout world


	The Great Depression


	Great low after highs of the roaring twenties.


	Real GNP per capita fell by 30% between 1929-1933.


	At its worst, unemployment reached 25 percent.


	If all the unemployed people stood in a line a yard apart, the line would stretch from New York to Seattle to Los Angeles and all the way back to New York again, and still leave 280,000 people out of the line.


	FDR and the New Deal


	FDR runs on platform accusing HH for meddling too much in economy. Nevertheless, he continued to follow most of the economic principles of HH.


	FDR blamed the excesses of big business for causing the bubble-like economy. Business had too much power.


	Proposes the New Deal as a solution. Raised taxes on corporate profits, empowered labor unions and farmers. Develops a series of initiatives between 1933 and 1938 with the goal of giving relief, reform and recovery to the people and economy


	Helping starving people by destroying food


	to help the farmers, FDR believed there needed to be higher prices for food. He encouraged farmers to cut back or even stop production so this could happen, and he proposed to pay them to do so. The decrease in supply, he believed, would raise farm prices. The administration decided to destroy much of what had already been produced to create a shortage and thereby raise farm prices. Six million pigs were slaughtered and ten million acres of cotton were destroyed. “Are we going to take the hands of the federal government completely off any effort to adjust the growing of national crops, and go right straight back to the old principle that every farmer is a lord of his own farm and can do anything he wants, raise anything, any old time, in any quantity, and sell any time he wants?” (FDR when the Supreme Court struck down his agricultural program)

Great Depression in Germany is one of the factors that helped Hitler come to power.



